
Prince Albert: The Man Who Saved The
Monarchy

When we think of the British monarchy, images of grand palaces, royal weddings,
and historic events come to mind. However, behind the glitz and glamour lies a
fascinating figure who played a pivotal role in shaping the modern monarchy as
we know it today. That figure is none other than Prince Albert, husband to Queen
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Victoria and the man who truly saved the monarchy during a period of immense
political and social change.

An Inspiring Partnership

Prince Albert's marriage to Queen Victoria was much more than a royal union; it
was a partnership grounded in mutual respect, shared ambitions, and a deep love
for one another. As a result, their relationship proved to be the driving force
behind some of the most significant advancements of the 19th century.
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Prince Albert's innate intelligence and progressive thinking helped Victoria
navigate the rapidly changing world. He acted as a trusted advisor, guiding her
decisions and supporting her in the face of opposition. Together, they transformed
the monarchy from a symbol of aristocratic privilege into an institution that
embraced innovation, culture, and social responsibility.

Championing Industry and the Arts
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One of Prince Albert's most enduring contributions was his unwavering belief in
the power of industry and the arts. Recognizing the potential for economic
growth, he became a tireless advocate for industrial progress, organizing and
promoting events such as the Great Exhibition of 1851, which showcased
Britain's technological prowess to the world.

Moreover, Prince Albert's passion for the arts knew no bounds. He actively
supported and patronized countless artists, musicians, and writers, encouraging
creativity and cultural development. His influence led to the establishment of
prestigious institutions such as the Royal Albert Hall and the Victoria and Albert
Museum, which stand today as testaments to his enduring legacy.

Promoting Social Reform

Beyond his advocacy for industry and the arts, Prince Albert recognized the need
for social reform in a rapidly changing society. He championed causes such as
education, healthcare, and the abolition of slavery, using his position to raise
awareness and effect meaningful change.

Prince Albert's dedication to social welfare extended beyond Britain's borders. He
played a key role in the abolition of the transatlantic slave trade and actively
worked towards improving international relations. Through his efforts, he helped
shape Britain's position as a global leader and paved the way for future
diplomatic endeavors.

A Lasting Legacy

Prince Albert's untimely death in 1861 at the age of 42 was a devastating loss for
Queen Victoria and the entire nation. However, his impact on the monarchy and
British society cannot be overstated. His forward-thinking approach and



dedication to progress ensured the survival and relevance of the monarchy at a
time of deep societal upheaval.

To this day, Prince Albert's legacy lives on. His contributions continue to shape
the monarchy, with subsequent generations of royals building upon the
foundations he laid. From his emphasis on public service to his unwavering
commitment to social progress, Prince Albert's influence remains evident in the
actions and charitable endeavors of the modern royal family.

In

Prince Albert was more than just a prince consort; he was a visionary, a reformer,
and a true partner to Queen Victoria. His profound impact on the monarchy and
British society as a whole cannot be overstated. From his support for industry and
the arts to his dedication to social reform, Prince Albert shaped a new era for the
monarchy, one that embraced modernity, progress, and innovation.

Prince Albert continues to be an inspiration today, reminding us of the importance
of a forward-thinking approach and a commitment to making a positive difference
in the world. His legacy is a testament to the enduring power and relevance of the
monarchy in an ever-changing world.
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In this companion biography to the acclaimed Victoria, A. N. Wilson offers a
deeply textured and ambitious portrait of Prince Albert, published to coincide with
the 200th anniversary of the royal consort’s birth.

For more than six decades, Queen Victoria ruled a great Empire at the height of
its power. Beside her for more than twenty of those years was the love of her life,
her trusted husband and father of their nine children, Prince Albert. But while
Victoria is seen as the embodiment of her time, its values, and its paradoxes, it
was Prince Albert, A. N. Wilson expertly argues, who was at the vanguard of
Victorian Britain’s transformation as a vibrant and extraordinary center of political,
technological, scientific, and intellectual advancement. Far more than just the
product of his age, Albert was one of its influencers and architects. A composer,
engineer, soldier, politician, linguist, and bibliophile, Prince Albert, more than any
other royal, was truly a “genius.” It is impossible to understand nineteenth century
England without knowing the story of this gifted visionary leader, Wilson
contends.

Albert lived only forty-two years. Yet in that time, he fathered the royal dynasties
of Germany, Russia, Spain, and Bulgaria. Through Victoria, Albert and her
German advisers pioneered the idea of the modern constitutional monarchy. In
this sweeping biography, Wilson demonstrates that there was hardly any aspect
of British national life which Albert did not touch. When he was made Chancellor
of the University of Cambridge in his late twenties, it was considered as purely an
honorific role. But within months, Albert proposed an extensive reorganization of
university life in Britain that would eventually be adopted, making it possible to
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study science, languages, and modern history at British universities—a revolution
in education that has changed the world.

Drawn from the Royal archives, including Prince Albert’s voluminous
correspondence, this brilliant and ambitious book offers fascinating never-before-
known details about the man and his time. A superb match of biographer and
subject, Prince Albert, at last, gives this important historical figure  the reverence
and recognition that is long overdue.
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